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To
The CGMT
BSNL, Kerala Circle
Thiruvananthapuram
Respected Sir,
Sub: Consideration of JEs in JTO Phase-1 induction training who are now working as JAO(Provisional)
and have also passed JTO LICE reg:Many JEs (erstwhile TTA) appeared in departmental 40% JAO LICE held on 17.07.2016 & cleared the same.
Further after completing JAO Phase-1 training on 18/11/2016, they were given provisional posting as JAOs. Since
their appointment in JAO cadre is provisional, there is also a chance of their reversion back to their JE cadres.
These technically qualified JEs also appeared in the JTO LICE held on 24/9/2016 for the vacancy year 2014-15 and
few of these JAOs are declared to have cleared the JTO LICE. Now since their appointment in JAO cadre is
provisional, these JAOs may be willing to join the JTO Induction training. In such case, these candidates will have
to be reverted to their substantive cadre and then sent for JTO Induction training.
With reference to the above mentioned facts, we kindly request you to call for willingness of these provisionally
posted JAOs who were also declared successful in JTO LICE held on 24/9/2016 for joining JTO Induction training
and humbly request you to consider such willingness requests without causing financial loss to the candidates.
In this regard, we humbly request you that the JAO vacancies arising in such case is to be filled as per the revised
ranking of successful candidates published by Corporate office as per Letter No 9-1/2016-Rectt dtd 01/02/2017. It
is to be noted that more candidates (85 nos) are declared to have cleared the JAO LICE held on 24/9/2016 for the
available 61 vacancies in OC quota.
With Warm Regards
Sincerely Yours

T Santhosh Kumar
Circle Secretary
SNEA, Kerala Circle
Copy to 1. GM(HR), O/o CGMT, Kerala
2. DGM(HR), O/o CGMT, Kerala

